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Are you sick & tired of figuring out on how to be a good graphic designer without having to fork out a

HUGE sum of money?" "Here's How You Can Have Your Own Graphic Design Created Quickly & Easily

With These Step-By-Step Video Tutorials" "In Just A Few Hours or Days Following My Step-By-Step

Online Video Tutorials, I'm Confident You Will Be Able To Start Editing & Manipulating With Graphic

Design" Graphic Design Simplified With GIMP Video #1 - How To Install The Gimp 3:08 Let me walk you

through all the steps needed to successfully install your GIMP. You dont have to worry if youre doing it

correctly because I cover all the bases. You will be the master of Gimp Installation after this video. Video

#2 - Getting Started 10:55 In this video I just give you the basics. I reveal several aspects of the program

and little-known tips to creating or manipulating your images. You will discover how to create a new

canvas and the typical settings you might use. Video #3- Introduction To The User Interface 6:02 The

Gimp program is very robust and can be somewhat of a daunting task to figure out the first time you use

it. This video will de-mystify these options by giving you the insiders tour. Discover how to set up your

Gimp Desktop to be the most comfortable and useful for YOUR Needs. Video #4 - How To Use The

Rectangle Tool 9:08 I dont leave anything to your imagination. I divulge all the information about the first

of 7 select tools and all of the option that you have with the Rectangle tool. Discover how to feather the

edges of your image, create rounded corners, and much, much more. Video #5 - How To Add Font 8:50

Add Font Video #6 - How To Use The Align Tool 2:56 When you need to precisely move an image object

to a certain location within your image, the align tool will do the job. Discover how to use this tool like the

pros! Video #7 - How To Use Blend/Gradient Tool 7:30 One of my favorite tools the Blend or Gradient

Tool as some call it. Let me reveal the various options you have and also show you how to add some

awesome color schemes to your images that will add loads of the WOW Factor. Video #8 - How To Use

The Brush Tools 10:46 Discover how to utilize the following 5 Brush Tools the Pencil, Paintbrush,

Airbrush, InkTool and the Eraser Tool and uncover the differences between these tools as well as how

you can use them to make your images powerful. Video #9 - How To Use The Bucket Fill Tool 4:38

Discover how to use the Bucket Fill Tool and the options that accompany this popular tool. After watching
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this video you will know how to add color and or patterns to certain parts of or entire images. Video #10 -

How To Use Color & Fuzzy Tools 4:00 The Fuzzy Select Tool aka the Magic Wand, as well as the Color

Select Tool are some of the most powerful tools in this program. Discover the difference between the two

and utilize them to design amazing graphics. Video #11 - How To Use The Color Picker Tool 4:52 Meet

the Color Picker Tool and uncover how to select any color in any image opened on your screen as well as

creating colors using various layers. Video #12 - How To Create And Install Your Own Brushes 8:59 Most

people have no idea that you can get additional brushes in various stylesall for FREE. You will also

discover how to create your own brushes as well as install them. If you think a Gimp Paintbrush is just a

stick with hairs on one endyou need to see this video. Video #13 - How To Edit PhotoShop Images 4:05

Open, Edit & Save your PhotoShop (PSD) images using Gimp 2.4 and never spend $200 - $600 for

Adobe PhotoShop. Video #14 - How To Use The Foreground Select Tool 7:24 This one you really must

see in action! Discover how to extract the foreground from the active layer. And watch a Zebra disappear

from the grassy plains of Africa and end up in the Egyptian Desert staring at the Pyramids. Video #15 -

How To Use The Freehand Tool 2:40 Just like the Rectangle and Ellipse Tool, the Freehand Tool will

select certain parts of your image and this video will reveal the uses and operations as well as introduce

you to some of the additional modes that will impress everyone. Video #16 - How To Use These 6 Brush

Tools 15:49 Utilize the last 6 Brush Tools and work more with your digital pictures like removing the red

eye or touching up a mole on someones face. If you work with digital pictures then you will love this video

and these tools. Video #17 - An Introduction To The Layers 8:47 Layers enhance an existing image or

create new images with pizzazz. You will discover how to create, hide and move new layers and the

importance of the layers location in the dialog box. Video #18 - How To Use The Measure Tool 2:12 The

Measure Tool is one of the most informative tools and I will show you exactly how to use it to make your

graphics POP! Video #19 - How To Use The Move Tool 2:55 Short video BIG information. You will quickly

discover why this will be one of the most used tools in your Gimp Arsenal of Tools. Video #20 - How To

Use The Paths Tool 6:21 Discover how to create some pretty complex object quickly and simply with The

Paths Tool aka the Bezier (bez-). Video #21 - How To Use The Save Function 8:57 Its not as simple as it

sounds. You will know that saving your work is not just a matter of choosing where and what to save. You

will uncover the difference between various file extensions. Should you save it as a xcf or jpg or gif???

watch this video and find out. Video #22 - How To Use Scissors Select Tool 5:38 You can magnetically



select shapes from an image and skyrocket your design abilities with this tool. Discover how to selecting

an area or item within your image by selecting an area based on a series of left clicking around the item

you wish to select. Pretty cool huh! Video #23 - An Introduction To Script-FU (script-foo) 6:45 Meet the

various Scripts you can use in your Gimp 2.4 and where on the Internet you can get boatloads of FREE

scripts and how to install them. Discover the limitless functionality you will enjoy while using your Gimp

2.4 Video #24 - How To Use The Text Tool 11:23 After watching this video you will know how to add text

to your images and work with the various options available when using your Text Tool. I also show you

how to add to your Gimp Toolbox through the Preferences. This WILL come in very handy. Video #25 -

How To Make Your Images Transparent 11:09 This video is a must see! Create your own eCovers,

Headers or most any type of Internet Marketing Graphics by removing backgrounds as well as other

items from your image. Discover how to allow that image (transparency) to perfectly blend into your target

image seamlessly. You are well on your way to becoming a Graphics Designer. This video alone is worth

the total price of the package.. Video #26 - How To Use The Transform Tools 13:39 Crop, Rotate, Scale,

Shear, Perspective & Flip This video is packed with details on the most used tools you will have at your

disposal in the Gimp. This is a must see video! Video #27 - How To Use The Zoom Tool 1:52 This is

more than just simply zooming in and out. Let me show you the secrets behind this tool that hardly

anyone knows! Video #28 - How To Create Web 2.0 Graphics 14:56 Discover the secret to putting your

knowledge you have gathered from the previous videos to create some awesome Graphics and Effects.

NEW* Video #29 - How To Create Badges NEW* Video #30 - How To Create Headers After watching this

video you will be comfortable with HAVING EARNED the title GRAPHICS DESIGNER
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